Abstract. Let p; be a left a.nd p" a right centralizer of a C*-algebra. We cha.racterize when ptp, is a compact or a weakly compact operator. 
is compact if and only if the left multiplicaiion Lo i u å an, or equivalently the right multiplication Ro: x t--+ ,Da) is a weakly compact operator on A. Suppose for a moment that A is the algebra L(H) of all bounded operators on some Hilbert space ff and take a,b e A, both non-zero. VaIa had proved in [7] that LoRt is compact if and only if both a and å are compact, whilst Akemann and Wright showed in [1; Proposition 2.3] that LoR6 is weakly compact if and only if either a or b is compact. This was extended to arbitrary prime C*-algebras and o, å in M(A), the multiplier algebra of A, in [4] , and similar results were obtained for linear combinations of left and right multiplications.
In the case of a general C*-algebra, Ylinen [9; The relations cax(l -e) : da(l -e) and dbo(7 -e) : cb(7 -e) are obviously valid; hence cptle1-q and dp,1ng-e) are both weakly compact (Lemma 1). As in the proof of Theorem 1, we conclude that ce M(It(7-e)) and deM (l,(t -") 
